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Thermoelectric transport and phonon drag in Weyl semimetal monochalcogenides
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The topological effect in thermoelectric transport is an important research aspect in semimetals, but whether
an anomalous Nernst effect exists in nonmagnetic topological semimetals in a finite external field is still under
debate. To demonstrate how to discern the topological effect in nonmagnetic topological semimetals, we present
a comprehensive study on the magnetothermoelectric properties for four Weyl semimetals: TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and
NbP. We observe large magneto-Seebeck and Nernst signals at intermediate temperatures, which are attributed
to a multiband ordinary contribution and an inelastic, phonon-drag effect, while the latter is ignored in previous
studies. This phonon-drag effect also induces an unusual, prominent temperature and field dependence of
quantum oscillations in thermoelectric transport signals. On the other hand, only signatures of a relatively small
anomalous thermoelectric effect are found in TaAs compared with the ordinary effect.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.104.115164

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectricity describes a phenomenon in which
charge flows are inevitably accompanied by entropy flows,
and vice versa. The potential of this heat-electricity con-
version has inspired numerous experimental and theoretical
attempts, including perhaps the most successful material
realization, namely bismuth telluride and its alloys [1]. More-
over, as a probe for physical phenomena related with energy
change, thermoelectric measurement has the sensitivity pre-
ceding ordinary electric transport, which is guaranteed by the

widely known Mott formula [2], α = π2

3
k2

BT
e

∂σ
∂ε

|εF , where α

and σ are the thermoelectric and electric conductivity tensor,
respectively.

The thermoelectrical properties of various topological ma-
terials are receiving renewed interest now, especially when
they are under a magnetic field [3–10]. One of the research
focuses is the quantum oscillations (QOs) of magnetothermo-
electric signals, which are adapted to map the Fermi surfaces
for various topological materials because their sensitivity is
much better than that of Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in
resistivity [11–14]. Profound topological effects have been
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proposed in thermoelectricity in Dirac and Weyl semimetals,
including the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) stemming from
the nonzero Berry curvature in nonmagnetic compounds in
a finite external magnetic field [7,15,16]. It is also proposed
that the linearly dispersive bands in Dirac and Weyl semimet-
als will result in a nonsaturating magnetothermopower and
“quantized” thermoelectric Hall conductivity in the dissipa-
tionless limit at low temperature and high magnetic field
[9,10].

Nevertheless, studies on the thermoelectric properties of
matter are complicated by several aspects. In practice, the
thermopower S (rather than the fundamental α) for a material
is usually measured as the voltage generated by a thermal
gradient at different temperatures and magnetic fields. The
total S for a multiband system is the weighted average of every
band,

S =
∑

i

σiSi
/ ∑

i

σi, (1)

where the subscript i denotes different bands. The magne-
toresponse of the entangled thermopower can be complex
for systems with multiple carriers since it is related with
the electric conductivity as well. Proper consideration of
the multiband effect is needed when discerning topological
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effects, for instance the ANE from the ordinary effect in
topological semimetals.

The inelastic process is another important thermoelectric
driven force in semimetals. In a thermally equilibrated solid,
lattice vibrations often act as elastic scattering centers for
the drifting electrons under an electric field. When a solid is
under a temperature gradient, the flows of charge carriers and
phonon modes get entangled. Carrying both energy and mo-
mentum, the phonons drift along the established temperature
gradient and scatter with electrons differently at the hot and
cold end. This difference leads to extra charge flows effec-
tively, and hence an additional electric voltage is generated as
a part of total thermoelectric signals. Such an inelastic process
is the so-called phonon-drag effect [1,17–19]. The additional
thermopower (Sg) induced by phonon drag can be roughly
estimated as [18,19]

Sg ∼ CL

3ne
η, (2)

where CL is the lattice specific heat, n is the carrier density,
and η is a parameter reflecting a phonon’s scattering possibil-
ity with an electron. The formula indicates that phonon drag
plays a significant role in semimetals and semiconductors with
low carrier density. This part of the contribution has yet to be
identified in topological semimetals.

The two ordinary effects listed above can significantly
contribute to the magnetothermoelectric signals in topolog-
ical semimetals. In this paper, we present a comprehensive
study on the magnetothermoelectric transport properties for
the four isostructural compounds in the Weyl semimetal TaAs
family in order to demonstrate how we can effectively dis-
entangle the ordinary and topological effects in Dirac and
Weyl semimetals. TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP are the proto-
type Weyl semimetals, possessing low-density, highly mobile
electrons, and holes [5,20,21]. Due to different spin-orbital
coupling strength, the Fermi energy and pockets of these four
members have slight differences, which are, however, crucial
for their topological electronic properties [22]. For instance,
negative longitudinal magnetoresistance, as a result of a chiral
anomaly for Weyl electrons, has been confirmed in TaAs
[23,24], while contradictory observations were reported in
other members whose Fermi surface surrounds pairs of Weyl
points and the chirality is ill-defined [25–27]. A compara-
tive study of the thermoelectric properties in this family can
help us understand their difference and develop a strategy for
weighing the topological and ordinary effects.

Previous experimental works reported the steplike feature
in Nernst signals and the large thermoelectric response un-
der magnetic field in the TaAs family. These features were
attributed to topological origins in general [28–31]. In this
work, we clarify a multiband effect in the thermoelectric prop-
erties which was inadequately considered in previous studies.
The multiband effect leads to a large ordinary contribution
which overwhelms the anomalous contribution in this family.
We only discern signatures of anomalous thermoelectric Hall
conductivity in TaAs, while the ANE is negligible for the other
members in our measurements. While theoretical studies only
consider the thermoelectricity in topological semimetals as
electrons’ diffusive response to an external electromagnetic
field and a thermal gradient, we declare the existence of a

phonon-drag contribution, and we emphasize its importance
to the large Seebeck and Nernst effects. This inelastic effect
also induces an unusual temperature and field dependence of
QOs in thermoelectric signals. We also investigate the thermo-
electricity in a high-field limit. The ordinary effect is found
to outweigh the theoretically proposed topological effects,
namely the nonsaturating magnetothermopower and “quan-
tized” thermoelectric Hall conductivity, in the TaAs family.

This paper is organized as follows: The magnetic-field-
dependent thermoelectrical signals (Sxx and Sxy) for the TaAs
family at different temperatures are shown in Sec. III. We
highlight two spectacular observations in the Nernst signals:
(i) the steplike profile at low temperatures and the giant
magnetic-field response at intermediate temperatures; and (ii)
the sharp, sawlike QOs at high fields. In the first two subsec-
tions (Secs. IV A and IV B) of the Analysis part, we clarify
that the steplike Nernst signals mainly stem from an ordinary,
multiband effect of highly mobile carriers while a possible
ANE contribution is only discerned in TaAs. In the next two
subsections, we focus on the nonoscillatory components and
QOs in thermoelectrical signals, respectively. We point out
the significant role of the inelastic, phonon-drag effect. In
Sec. IV E, we show the thermoelectric signals for TaAs and
TaP under high magnetic field.

II. METHOD

Single crystals of TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP were grown
via the chemical vapor transport method [32–34]. Crystals
were polished into a cuboid shape with a typical size of
2 × 0.4 × 0.15 mm3, corresponding to the crystallographic a,
b, and c axis, respectively. All our samples are of high quality,
showing low residual resistance and large magnetoresistance
(see details in Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplemental Material
[35]). Thermoelectric measurements were carried out in a
14 T Oxford Teslatron PT system, with magnetic field parallel
to the c axis and thermal gradient along a. Vacuum better than
5 × 10−5 Pa was maintained during the experiments. Angle-
dependent thermoelectric measurements were done inside an
indium-sealed capsule on a rotational probe. Electric measure-
ments were performed on the same samples. To exclude the
possibility of mixing up the longitudinal and transverse ther-
moelectric signals in an adiabatic setup [36], we also check
the thermal Hall effect using a three-thermometer–one-heater
setup. Because the phonon contribution dominates in thermal
conductivity and the electron-hole is compensated, we see
no significant Righi-Leduc coefficient at low temperatures
(Fig. S4 in the Supplemental Material [35]). Hereafter, we
do not distinguish between the isothermal and adiabatic ther-
mopower as they are almost the same in this case. High-field
measurement of TaP up to 35 T and down to 0.6 K was done
in the high-field laboratory LNCMI-CNRS.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows our spectacular findings for the thermo-
electricity of the TaAs family under magnetic field at 2 K.
The signals of Sxx and Sxy have a giant response to magnetic
field and manifest much more profound QOs than those in
electrical signals [see Fig. S1(a) in the Supplemental Material
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(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 1. (a)–(d) Thermoelectrical signals Si j of TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP at 2 K, respectively. Note the different scales. All these profiles
feature strong QOs. Inset in (c): Zoom-in of Sxy of NbAs under small magnetic field, showing a sharp steplike behavior and QOs with ultralow
frequency.

[35]]. In general, the nonoscillatory component of Sxx is grad-
ually saturated at high field while the Nernst thermopower Sxy

shares a steplike profile. The steplike feature is more evident
in NbAs and NbP [see Fig. 1(c), inset], reminding us of the
reported ANE in Cd3As2 [7]. In Sec. IV A we prove that the
profile of Sxy in the TaAs family is due to a multiband effect
stemming from multitype, highly mobile carriers, similar to
those observed in bismuth and graphite [41,42].

It is noteworthy that the Sxy is superposed with sharp,
sawlike QOs at high field, and the oscillatory amplitudes are
comparable to the nonoscillating background. Large QOs with
asymmetric peaks in Nernst signals were also reported in
bismuth and graphite [41,42], which is ascribed to the effect
of the last few Landau levels evacuating a three-dimensional
(3D) Fermi surface (FS) at low temperatures [43,44]. Below
we show that phonon drag plays an important role in these
QOs in the TaAs family under high magnetic field. Prelimi-
nary analysis of the QO parameters is shown in Sec. C in the
Supplemental Material [35], and the main result is summa-
rized in Table I.

Figure 2 shows Sxx and Sxy at elevated temperatures. Both
Sxx and Sxy retain a saturating profile below 50 K, and then
they develop into a quasilinear profile and decay quickly
above 150 K. Similar to the previous reports [28,29,31], we
also observed giant magneto-thermoelectric power at inter-
mediate temperatures. The maximum values of Sxx and Sxy

in the TaAs family are all in the order of 1 mV/K. These
values are comparable with those for traditional thermoelec-
tric materials in low field, like Bi2Te2.1Se0.9 (400 μV/K at
100 K [45]) and InSb (1.3 mV/K at 1.85 T, 100 K) [46,47].

We also notice some semimetals having a large response of
more than 1 mV/K, including bismuth [48], graphite [42], and
WTe2 [49]. Highly mobile carriers with a small Fermi energy
can generate a large Sxx in semimetals, while an additional
electron-hole compensation can lead to a large ordinary Sxy

[50]. In topological semimetals, the Berry curvature field can
also contribute an anomalous term in Sxy [15,16], which is
discussed in the next section. We also demonstrate that the
phonon drag in the TaAs family plays an important role in the
giant magnetothermoelectric power at intermediate tempera-
tures.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ordinary and anomalous contribution in thermoelectricity

The Nernst response can constitute two components, the
ordinary and the anomalous. The former depends on quasi-
particle transport, and it can vary tremendously in magnitude
for different carrier mobilities and corresponding Fermi en-
ergies [18,19]. The anomalous Nernst response, on the other
hand, can be regarded as a topological effect because the
Berry curvature �(k) imparts to the carriers an anomalous
velocity νA = �(k) × h̄k̇ [51]. When time-reversal symmetry
is broken, Berry curvature across surfaces acquires nonzero
momentum space integrals in the Brillouin zone, leading to
the nonvanishing anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and ANE.
This could be achieved in magnetic systems spontaneously,
or in a nonmagnetic Dirac/Weyl system in the presence of
an external magnetic field [7,15]. Previous theoretical study
on a fictitious inversion symmetry-breaking Weyl semimetal
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TABLE I. A summary of transport properties in the TaAs family. For NbAs and NbP, only the main frequencies with the smallest cyclotron
masses are listed because the light carriers easily respond to entropy changes. Data for bismuth are reproduced from Ref. [72], and are listed
for comparison. 	D is from Refs. [70,71]. 	∗

D is calculated via assuming equal longitudinal and transverse sound velocity.

TaAs TaP NbAs NbP Bi

kF (nm−1) 0.146(7 T) 0.235(18 T) 0.202(13.5 T) 0.302(30.1 T) 0.14
m∗ (me) 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.06
εF (meV) 11.5 38.6 35.5 50.0 27
μ (m2/V s) 55 8.5 34 50 420
π2

3
k2

B
e

μ

εF
(μV/K2 T) 108 5.4 23.4 14 383

ν/T (μV/K2 T) 28.6(2 K) 10.6(1 K) 19.1(2 K) 6.7(2 K) 750(0.3 K)
	D (K) 341 408 409 515 120
	∗

D (K) 6.6 12.3 11.0 20.0 3.0

suggests that the anomalous Nernst contribution has a much
smaller magnitude than that of the conventional part [16].

The ANE caused by nonvanishing Berry curvature of elec-
trons is now a mature field of research in ferromagnetic
materials. It has been observed in several magnetic com-
pounds like Mn3Sn [52], Mn3Ge [53], Co2MnGa [54,55],
Co3Sn2S2 [56,57], and Fe3Sn2 [58]. Theoretical calculations
of the Berry curvature predict the rough magnitude of the
anomalous Hall conductivity, and ANE data can be compara-
ble. On the other hand, the ANE are less sufficiently studied in
nonmagnetic topological materials like ZrTe5 [59,60], Cd3As2

[7], and the TaAs family. The multiband effect can give rise

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Sxx and (b) Sxy for the TaAs family at selected tem-
peratures. The maximal values are in the order of 1 mV/K. Note the
saturating profile of Sxx and Sxy under high magnetic field.

to a steplike profile in Sxy [41,42] in a finite magnetic field,
which may complicate the observed Nernst signals in Weyl
semimetals. Therefore, we need a criterion to judge whether
the ANE exist in general and to distinguish the anomalous part
from the ordinary one in the TaAs family.

Our strategy is to calculate the thermoelectric tensor α from
the derived quantity S = α/σ and then discern the anomalous
contribution from the off-diagonal component αxy, namely the
thermoelectric Hall conductivity. This term is more funda-
mental, and contributions of different origins can be separated
immediately. αxy can be formulated as [15,16]

αxy = αN
xy + αA

xy. (3)

The first term on the right side represents the conventional
term, which can be expressed as [19]

αN
xy = − α0

e μeB

1 + μ2
eB2

+ α0
hμhB

1 + μ2
hB2

(4)

for a compensated semimetal within the semiclassical region.
Here μe/h denotes the carrier mobility of an electron/hole, and
α0

e/h denotes the zero-field value, which is negative/positive
for electrons and holes, respectively. Note the normal part
includes both diffusive and phonon-drag contributions. It is
clear that αN

xy is dominated by the contribution from highly
mobile carriers. Typically it will peak around μB ∼ 1 and ap-
proach zero when μB � 1. The effect of Landau quantization
and the correction in the high-field limit are discussed in Secs.
IV D and IV E, respectively.

The second term in Eq. (3) is the anomalous contribution
from Berry curvature �k which is saturating in a small exter-
nal field,

αA
xy = ekB

h̄

∫
dk �z sk, (5)

where sk = − feqln feq − (1 − feq)ln(1 − feq) is the entropy
density function [15,16], and feq is the equilibrium Fermi-
Dirac distribution.

To discern the ANE, we plot αxy versus magnetic field
for the TaAs family at 40 K in Fig. 3(b), where Sxy shows
the most prominent plateaulike profile [Fig. 3(a)]. The ther-
moelectric Hall conductivity increases steeply at low field
and peaks when μ0H < 0.5 T. In higher magnetic field, αxy

approaches zero, which is a clear semiclassical feature for
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. (a) Sxy for the TaAs family at about 40 K. For NbAs
there is 10 times magnification. (b) The off-diagonal component
of the thermoelectric tensor αxy for the TaAs family at 40 K. All
curves approach zero in high magnetic field. Inset: corresponding
αxyB. The horizontal dashed lines are a guide to the eye. (c) A
simulation of Sxy using the two-band model. Here μ is set to be
40 and 10 m2/V s for electrons and holes, respectively. Total carrier
concentration (ne + nh) is set to be 1019 cm−3. α0 is set to be equal for
electrons and holes. The dashed line shows the modified Sxy in high
field when a third minority carrier is considered. Here we assume
the third carrier having 1018 cm−3 carrier density and 0.03 m2/V s
mobility.

highly mobile carriers. Therefore, we conclude that the nor-
mal term dominates the total αxy in the TaAs family, and the
plateaulike profiles of Sxy in Fig. 3(a) are not a manifestation
of ANE.

Some numeric simulations can help us to better understand
how the multiband effect results in the plateaulike profile in
Sxy in compensated semimetals. If we consider a complex
representation of the two-band model,

σ̂ = − neeμe

1 + iμeB
− nheμh

1 − iμhB
,

α̂ = α0
e

1 + iμeB
+ α0

h

1 − iμhB
,

(6)

and Ŝ = α̂/σ̂ , one can calculate with ease (Sec. E in the
Supplemental Material [35]) that

Sxy ∝ B

1 + 〈μ〉2B2
, (7)

where 〈μ〉 = |ne − nh|μeμh/(neμe + nhμh). We notice that
the profile of Sxy depends on the averaged mobility 〈μ〉 instead
of μe or μh alone [49,61]. For a perfect compensation of
electrons and holes, namely 〈μ〉 equaling zero, a linear Sxy is
expected. When 〈μ〉 gradually increases, a maximum value
occurs at the field equaling 1/〈μ〉. This peak can be very
broad if 〈μ〉 is close to zero. By varying 〈μ〉 between 0 and
1 m2/V s, we roughly reproduce the profiles of Sxy for the
TaAs family in Fig. 3(c). Moreover, additional contribution
from other less mobile carriers can make the profile of Sxy

more like a plateau in a finite magnetic field. The dashed line
in Fig. 3(c) represents Sxy for 〈μ〉 = 1 m2/V s, which is further
modified by a third carrier. We notice that the dashed line is
similar to the profile of Sxy in NbP and NbAs at intermediate
temperatures to a higher extent. Our simulation of Sxy in a
fictitious multiband system indicates that the plateaulike pro-
file can be attributed to a collaborative effect of multicarriers
with reasonable parameters, and therefore the analysis on αxy

is necessary for discerning the anomalous effect in thermo-
electricity in nonmagnetic materials.

Now we try to figure out whether there exists discernible
αA

xy in the total αxy. Noticing that the TaAs family has highly
mobile electrons and holes whose mobilities are much larger
than 1 m2/V s [Fig. S1(c)] below 100 K, we consider αxy in a
high-field limit,

αxyB �
(

−α0
e

μe
+ α0

h

μh

)
+ αA

xyB. (8)

This equation gives us a criterion to address a nonzero anoma-
lous term as a finite linear slope in αxyB at the high-field
limit for nonmagnetic semimetals. As shown in the inset in
Fig. 3(b), all four members possess a nearly constant αxyB
above 1 T. At 40 K and 10 T, the greatest anomalous contribu-
tion in Sxy is estimated to be around 10% in TaAs. Our result
is consistent with theoretical calculation in Ref. [16], which
claims that the conventional Nernst response dominates over
the anomalous one in nonmagnetic Weyl semimetals.

B. Possible anomalous thermoelectric effect in TaAs

We now try to extract the plausible anomalous thermoelec-
tric Hall conductivity term of TaAs which is directly related
with the Berry curvature. Figure 4(a) shows αxyB/T for TaAs
at different temperatures. We can discern a small but appar-
ent linear dependence of the nonoscillating background of
αxyB/T below 50 K, which is attributed to the anomalous
term αA

xy/T according to Eq. (8). This slope is close to zero
at 2 K and quickly reaches a maximum value of 0.45 A/K2 m
at around 10 K, and then damps above 20 K [Fig. 4(b)].
Although αA

xy in TaAs is only a fraction in total αxy at low
field, we note that the absolute value (∼6.7 A/K m at 15 K) is
larger than that of Fe (∼0.2 A/K m [62]), and it is comparable
to those in magnetic Weyl semimetals Co2MnGa (∼4 A/K m
[54]) and Co3Sn2S2 (∼11 A/K m [56]).
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(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 4. (a) αxyB/T at selected temperatures for TaAs. Curves are shifted vertically for clarity. A linear slope with field as depicted by
the dashed line is observed above 1 T, indicating the existence of a small but sizable anomalous contribution. (b) Extracted anomalous
thermoelectric Hall conductivity αA

xy/T . The magenta line is the entropy density function sk at 1.5 meV, divided by temperature. We notice
that both plots reach maximal in the vicinity of a characteristic temperature 0.55εF /kB � 10 K. Inset: sk,ε=1.5 meV at 2 and 15 K, and a sketch
of W2 nodes which are 1.5 meV above the Fermi level of TaAs. (c) Thermopower of TaAs when magnetic field is almost along the a axis
(about 2◦) at 3.5 K. The longitudinal part Sxx varies little with field, while the transverse component Sxy has a large, plateaulike feature. The red
dashed line shows the expected Sxy inferred from Sxy at θ = 90◦, assuming only the field component along c contributes to transport signals.
(d) Angle-dependent Sxy at 3.5 K under a field of 0.5 and 1.5 T, respectively. Dashed lines are also the semiclassically expected Sxy.

The broad maximum of αA
xy/T at around 15 K in Fig. 4(b)

can be readily explained if we consider the Berry curva-
ture field �z and the temperature dependence of the entropy
density function sk in Eq. (5). The Berry curvature field maxi-
mizes at 1.5 meV, corresponding to a thermal excitation about
15 K, as the Weyl nodes lie around this Fermi energy in TaAs
[23,37]. Well below this temperature, sk is like a δ-function
which is misaligned with the hot spot of Berry curvature, and
therefore αA

xy is small. Above 15 K, sk is fully extended in
the energy scale, and αA

xy intends to be saturating, leading to
a damped αA

xy/T with increasing temperature. We notice that
sk/T at 1.5 meV shows good consistency with the profile of
αA

xy/T [Fig. 4(b)]. As a comparison, we cannot discern sizable
anomalous terms for TaP, NbAs, and NbP (see the details in
Fig. S6 of the Supplemental Material [35]) below 50 K. The
absence of the ANE for these three compounds seems to be
consistent with the fact that the Fermi energies of their Weyl
nodes are much larger than this energy scale.

To disentangle the anomalous and ordinary Nernst effect in
TaAs, we also measured the thermoelectric signals when the
magnetic field is slightly tilted (about 2◦) with respect to the
direction of applied temperature gradient [Fig. 4(c)]. In such

a small angle, Sxx is very small while Sxy has already shown a
plateaulike field dependence. Because the ordinary Nernst ef-
fect can only be generated by a perpendicular field component
in the small angle, it is suppressed to be a quasilinear function,
as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 4(c). In contrast, the
αA

xy which depends on the Berry curvature is less influenced
by the direction of magnetic field. The observed plateaulike
Sxy deviates greatly from the ordinary effect, demonstrating
the possible existence of the ANE in TaAs. We also measured
the angle dependence of Sxy when fixed magnetic fields (1.5
and 3 T) tilt away from the direction of applied temperature
gradient [Fig. 4(d)]. The sharp switching near 0◦ in the angular
dependence of Sxy indicates the existence of the anomalous
term as well. A similar angular dependence has also been
reported in the anomalous Hall effect in ZrTe5 [59,63].

It is noteworthy that we do not resolve an AHE in the TaAs
family in experiment (Fig. S1) and therefore we cannot com-
pare two anomalous effects, as was done for magnetic Weyl
semimetals [55,57]. It was suggested that Berry curvature in-
duced αA

xy/σ
A
xy should be a fraction of kB/e at low temperatures

for topological magnets [55,57]. However, we notice that the
ratio of two anomalous terms for nonmagnetic topological
semimetals seems to be much larger. The ratio of αA

xy/σ
A
xy for
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ZrTe5 is close to kB/e at 8 K [59] and soon surpasses this value
at higher temperatures, considering a usually T -linear αA

xy and
T -independent σ A

xy. In bulk Cd3As2, where a large ANE has
also be observed [7], no AHE is reported to the best of our
knowledge. The underlying cause behind this difference needs
future studies.

C. Phonon-drag effect

In this section, we try to understand the large thermoelec-
tric responses in the TaAs family at intermediate temperatures.
We start from the signature of phonon drag at zero field
and then identify its contribution in magnetothermoelectric
signals.

According to the Mott relation [2,64], a T -linear behavior
is expected for the diffusive Seebeck coefficient for one type
of carrier at low temperatures,

Sd = π2

3

kB

e

kBT

εF
(q + p), (9)

where q equals 3/2 in 3D conditions, p equals ∂ lnτ
∂ lnε

|εF , a
value usually of the order of unity, depending on the detailed
scattering process, and τ is the relaxation time. However, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a), an apparent deviation from
linearity develops in the S0 of TaAs at around 7 K. This hump
is a typical signature of phonon drag as in semiconductors
and semimetals such as germanium [65] and bismuth [66].
Using Eq. (2) and the value of CL in Ref. [67], we estimate
that the zero-field phonon-drag Seebeck coefficient S0

g is in
the order of 10 μV/K around 10 K for TaAs, which is close
in magnitude to the diffusive part in Eq. (9).

In TaP, NbP, and NbAs, however, no phonon-drag humps
can be clearly resolved in S0, due to the slightly higher carrier
concentrations (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material [35])
and the electron-hole compensation, which also leads to a sign
change of S0 at higher temperatures. To avoid the difficulty
of discerning Sg from S0, we now focus on the signals under
a magnetic field alternatively. According to Refs. [64,68], the
field dependence of inelastic αg is similar to diffusive αd when
neglecting Landau quantization,

αg = neμ

1 + μ2B2
S0

g, (10)

which means that the phonon-drag effect can also be mod-
ulated by magnetic field. In particular, the Nernst effect
measures the contribution from both electrons and holes in-
stead of a cancellation between them, and Sxx approximates
ρyxαxy at low T and high fields. We therefore expect to see
more features of phonon drag in magnetothermoelectric sig-
nals.

The Nernst coefficient (ν = limB→0 Sxy/B) and magneto-
Seebeck coefficient at a saturating field are shown in Figs. 5(b)
and 5(c). For a single band [19],

νd/T = −π2

3

kB

e

kB

εF
μp. (11)

This formula has enabled one to estimate the magnitude of the
diffusive Nernst response in a given solid at low temperature
given the mobility and the Fermi energy. In Fig. 6, the ν/T
data for the TaAs family in the low-temperature limit all

FIG. 5. (a) Zero-field Seebeck coefficient (S0) for the TaAs fam-
ily. Note the log temperature scale. Inset: zoom-in of S0 for TaAs,
showing a hump near 7 K. (b) Nernst coefficient divided by temper-
ature (ν/T ). We adopt ν = Sxy/B at 0.5 T for TaAs and TaP while
0.1 T for Nb siblings. Vertical dashed lines indicate peak positions,
being ∼5, 15, 10, and 20 K for TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP, respec-
tively. Inset: Corresponding ν for TaAs and TaP, showing peaks at 25
and 35 K, respectively. (c) −Sxx/T vs temperature, showing a similar
profile to ν/T in (b). For comparison, we select the magnetic field at
which the low-temperature Sxx is saturated. The data for NbAs are
magnified three times for clarity. Inset: a sketch for electron-phonon
scattering N-process under a magnetic field. When colliding into a
phonon with wave vector q, the Fermi vector k changes its direction
to k′ while staying roughly on the Fermi sphere in the first Brillouin
zone.

lie close to the empirical line of 283μ/EF by adapting the
Fermi energy and mobility for dominant carriers, suggesting
a qualitative agreement with Eq. (11). Note here that we have
assumed p ∼ 1, and to be more rigorous, a modified version
of Eq. (11) (see the Supplemental Material, Sec. E [35]) may
be better for a multiband system.
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FIG. 6. Low-temperature Nernst coefficients divided by temper-
ature (ν/T ) in a variety of metals plotted vs the ratio of mobility
to Fermi energy. The ν/T data for the TaAs family (magenta stars)
in the low-temperature limit all lie close to the empirical line of
283μ/EF . Black and blue data points are reproduced from Ref. [69].

Since the carrier mobility and concentration for the TaAs
family remain almost intact below 50 K (Fig. S1 in the Sup-
plemental Material), we expect the diffusive part of ν/T to be
close to constant at low temperatures. In contrast, the value of
ν/T for all four compounds is largely enhanced and shows a
hump at around 5–20 K, which is very similar to the phonon-
drag humps in S0. The same behavior also holds in Sxx/T .

There has been attribution of this enhancement to the topo-
logical origins [29], yet the characteristic peak temperatures
in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) have a large discrepancy from the
energy of the Weyl nodes in this family (details are in the
Supplemental Material, Sec. F [35]). Instead, we find that
this behavior is actually related to the phonons. The broad
hump in the curves of Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) can be regarded
as a temperature range in which phonons scatter electrons
most efficiently. Such a condition is satisfied when a typical
phonon wave vector q becomes comparable to twice that
of an electron wave vector (2kF ) [70]. The effective Debye
temperature, 	∗

D = 2kF csh̄/kB, where cs is the sound velocity,
could be used to describe such a characteristic temperature.
Using kF and cs determined from QOs and Debye temperature
[71], respectively, we estimate 	∗

D to be 6.6, 12.3, 11.0, and
20.0 K for the four members. This is in good agreement with
the peak temperature of ν(T )/T equaling 5, 15, 10, and 20 K
for TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP, respectively. For bismuth, the
estimated 	∗

D in the same procedure (Table I) also shows good
consistency with its phonon-drag temperature [70]. The large
enhancement of ν/T and Sxx/T at intermediate temperature in
the TaAs family does point to a comparable component from
phonon drag aside from the diffusive part.

In short, the large Sxx and Sxy in the TaAs family are a com-
bined result of small Fermi energy, ultrahigh carrier mobility,
and a large phonon-drag effect. Detailed information used in
this part is summarized in Table I.

D. Phonon drag in thermoelectric quantum oscillations

In this section, we study the QOs observed in Figs. 1 and
2 and prove that the phonon drag also plays an important
role in the thermoelectric QOs in the TaAs family. We take
the QOs of TaAs as an example, which only involves one
principal frequency from the electron band. Similar results are
also observed in TaP (Fig. S9 in the Supplemental Material
[35]). We first calculate the thermoelectric tensor α and then
separate the oscillatory and background parts, denoted as α̃

and α, respectively. The oscillatory and background parts for
the electrical conductivity tensor are denoted as σ̃ and σ as
well. According to the Mott relation, the diffusive part of
oscillatory α should follow [11,73–75]

α̃d = ∓i
πkB

e

D′(X)

D(X)
σ̃ = βσ̃, (12)

with the upper sign (negative) for electrons. Here D(X) =
X/sinhX is the standard thermal damping factor in the
Lifshitz-Kosevich formula, with X = alX , a = 2π2kB/eh̄,
X = m∗T/B, m∗ being the cyclotron mass, and l the harmonic
number. If we associate σ̃ with the density of states (g), the
diagonal component could be further expressed as [76]

α̃d
xx = 5

2
βD(X)σ xx

g̃

g
. (13)

We plot α̃xx of TaAs together with the diffusive part calcu-
lated by Eq. (12) in Fig. 7(a). The magnitude of σ̃xx|β| is in
surprisingly good agreement with α̃xx, suggesting a dominant
diffusive contribution. In contrast, α̃xy surpasses σ̃xy|β| by 30
times in Fig. 7(b) in a strong magnetic field. We notice that the
magnitude of α̃xy at 5 K is roughly five times larger than that
of α̃xx, whereas the amplitude of σ̃xy is sixfold smaller than
that of σ̃xx at 7 T.

One plausible explanation for the extremely large α̃xy is
the correction near the quantum limit in 3D systems [43,44].
It was suggested that αd

xy will develop asymmetric peaks, with
the peak position aligned with that of σ̃xx under extremely low
temperature and intense magnetic field. Bergman et al. [43]
computed the peak value for αd

xy under such conditions,

αd
xy ≈ −2e

h2
kB

√
2kBT mz, (14)

with mz being the effective mass along the field direction. Note
that in Eq. (14), the only variable is the temperature. The peak
value of αd

xy inferred from Eq. (14) is 0.05
√

T (K ) A/K m in
strong field even when free-electron mass is adopted, which
is in the same order of σ̃xy|β| and much less than our experi-
mental results. Our estimation demonstrates that the diffusive
part is not enough to account for the total α̃xy.

Another possible explanation to span the huge difference
is the influence from the phonon-drag effect. To analyze the
phonon-drag-induced QOs, some simplification is needed.
Following Refs. [64,68], we rewrite Eq. (10) as

αg = σS0
g, (15)

when QOs are not considered. Here the classical effect
of the Lorentz force is included through σ, while details
of the electron-phonon scattering are included simultane-
ously in S0

g , the zero-field phonon-drag Seebeck coefficient.
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(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 7. (a) α̃xx at 5 K for TaAs and corresponding σ̃xx|β| at 5 K (shifted for clarity). For brevity, the contribution from higher harmonics is
not treated separately. Note the similar magnitudes and 1/4 phase shift. (b) α̃xy at 5 K and σ̃xy|β| at 5 K for comparison. Unlike the case in (a),
σ̃xy|β| is way smaller than α̃xy. Dashed line is S0

gμBσ̃xx at 5 K, with S0
g taken to be 2.5 μV/K. (c) αxyB/T at low temperatures. The height of the

N = 1 peak damps with decreasing temperature below 4 K. (d) Left scale: peak height for αxyB/T , plotted against temperature. The magenta
curve is the peak height for αxxB/T at 7.6 T, showing a monotonically decreasing feature.

When magnetic quantization is considered, the probability of
electron-phonon scattering is supposed to oscillate with the
density of states (DOS), and Eq. (15) is modified to be

αg = σS0
g

(
1 + γ

g̃

g

)
, α̃g = γ S0

gσ
g̃

g
, (16)

where γ is a constant in the order of unity.
From Eqs. (13) and (16), we can compare the contribution

of phonon drag with the diffusive part in diagonal α̃xx,

α̃g
xx/α̃

d
xx = 2γ

5D(X)

(
S0

g/β
)
. (17)

At low temperature and strong field, the coefficient D(X) ∼ 1,
and S0

g for electrons is estimated to be much less than 10
μV/K at 5 K. As a comparison, |β| is a fairly large coefficient,
being 117 μV/K at 5 K, 7 T, and gradually approaching
271 μV/K for large X. Equation (17), therefore, indicates a
negligible contribution of phonon drag (an order smaller than
α̃d

xx) in total α̃xx. Moreover, we notice that the two sets of
QOs in Fig. 7(a) have 1/4 phase shift. This is consistent with
the fact that the QOs in the diffusive part acquire a −i phase
(inside β) with respect to σ̃xx for electrons. As a comparison,
the phonon-drag contributed QOs are in phase with σ̃xx.

Now we compare the off-diagonal α̃
g
xy and in-diagonal α̃

g
xx

in a strong magnetic field. We have α̃
g
xy/α̃

g
xx = σ xy/σ xx = μB

according to Eq. (16). We note that α̃
g
xy is enhanced by a factor

of μB compared to α̃
g
xx. Even if α̃

g
xx is negligible in total α̃xx,

α̃
g
xy may still be very large in a strong field due to the high

mobility (over 50 m2/V s for TaAs) of the electrons.
Then we weigh α̃

g
xy and α̃d

xy in the total α̃xy in a general way.

Using Eq. (12) for the diffusive part, with σ̃xy ∝ σ xx
μB

g̃
g [74], and

Eq. (16) for the phonon-drag part, we have

|̃αg
xy|

|̃αd
xy|

∝
∣∣∣∣S0

g

β

∣∣∣∣μ2B2. (18)

The carrier mobility can easily reach over 400 m2/V s [72]
in semimetals like bismuth. For the TaAs family, the mobility
for the light carriers ranges from 8.5 to 55 m2/V s (Table I).
Even a tiny S0

g is expected to have a tremendous impact on
the total α̃xy for these semimetals under high fields. This
large phonon-drag contribution in α̃xy also explains the sharp,
sawlike Nernst QOs in TaAs and TaP. We expect that the large
Nernst QOs observed in other semimetals [7,41,42] may also
have a bearing on the phonon-drag effect.

We can roughly reproduce the profile of α̃xy with Eq. (16)
by assuming some reasonable parameters (S0

g = 2.5 μV/K,
γ = 1) and disregarding the damping factor. As shown in
Fig. 7(b), the peak size and profile of α̃

g
xy � S0

gμBσ̃xx match
the experimental α̃xy very well.

Finally, we analyze the temperature dependence of the
oscillation amplitude for the last few Landau levels in order
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to demonstrate other signatures of the phonon-drag effect in
QOs. As shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), the peak height of
αxyB/T for the last two Landau levels shows a maximum at
intermediate temperature. As a comparison, the peak height
of αxxB/T drops monotonically with increasing temperature.
The different temperature dependence can be well understood
if we assume they originate from different effects. In α̃xyB/T ,
the phonon-drag part α̃

g
xyB/T dominates. Since it is propor-

tional to S0
g/T at a fixed magnetic field, α̃xyB/T will show

a maximum at an intermediate temperature. In contrast, the
diffusive part dominates in α̃xxB/T and the size of α̃d

xxB/T
depends on β/T . Because β/T decreases monotonically with
increasing temperature, α̃xxB/T reaches a maximum at the
lowest temperature.

E. Thermoelectricity in a strong magnetic field

In this section, we discuss the thermoelectricity of the TaAs
family in a strong-field, extreme quantum limit (EQL) when
νF

√
h̄|eB| � kBT and νF

√
h̄|eB| � εF [9]. A nonsaturating

magnetothermopower and a “quantized” thermoelectric Hall
conductivity were theoretically proposed above the EQL for
Dirac and Weyl semimetals [9,10]. There have been reports of
such observations in ZrTe5 [77] and TaP [31].

The “quantized” thermoelectric Hall conductivity is due to
a linear field-dependent DOS in the zeroth Landau level in a
linearly dispersive band. A diffusive αxy which is independent
of field is expected above the EQL [9],

αideal
xy /T = − 1

12

ek2
B

h̄2

Nf

vF
, (19)

where Nf is the number of Weyl nodes, and vF is the corre-
sponding Fermi velocity along the z direction. There are 8 W1

nodes and 16 W2 nodes in TaAs, and the corresponding vz can
be found in Ref. [22]. We plot αxy/T of TaAs at representative
temperatures in Fig. 8, together with the calculated αideal

xy /T
from Eq. (19).

FIG. 8. αxy/T for TaAs at representative temperatures. The quan-
tized value expected by Eq. (19) in EQL is by far smaller than the
experimentally observed value.

FIG. 9. Sxx and Sxy for TaP under high magnetic field. Dashed
lines denote nonoscillatory backgrounds.

As the Fermi velocity is around 0.5 × 105 and 2 × 105 m/s
for W1 and W2 in TaAs, respectively, the αideal

xy /T is estimated
as 0.06 A/K2 m. This value is an order smaller than mea-
surement. Note that at 15 K and 14 T, the condition for the
EQL is still satisfied. Moreover, the absence of the plateaulike
feature at high field indicates that the main part still consists
of conventional signals changing as 1/B. A large discrepancy
is also seen in TaP, NbAs, and NbP (Fig. S10).

As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a), the Sxx in TaAs does
not show any trend of increasing with magnetic field at low
temperature. We also measured the thermoelectricity for TaP
up to 35 T at 1.1 K (Fig. 9). There is no sign of nonsaturat-
ing Sxx as well. In short, we do not observe the “quantized”
thermoelectric Hall conductivity and nonsaturating magne-
tothermopower in the TaAs family in the present experimental
conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, our studies on the thermoelectric transport
properties in the prototype Weyl semimetal TaAs family re-
veal several important facts. First, the large Seebeck and
Nernst signals under magnetic field are a result of combined
effects including small Fermi energy, ultrahigh carrier mo-
bility, and large phonon-drag effect in these semimetals. In
particular, the phonon drag plays an important role in the
large thermoelectric signal at intermediate temperatures and
the unusual QOs in the off-diagonal thermoelectric tensor.
Secondly, we discern signatures of anomalous thermoelectric
Hall conductivity as a Berry-curvature-field effect in TaAs
in which the Weyl nodes are properly situated in the energy
scale.

Thermoelectric properties in topological semimetals are
complex because the topological effects often get entangled
with ordinary effect and inelastic scattering processes. Our
work highlights an effective strategy for discerning the ori-
gins of the magnetothermoelectric signals. We believe that a
comprehensive consideration of the interplay of electron and
phonon is crucial for understanding the thermoelectric effect
in topological materials.
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